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Introduction
Globalization offers tremendous potential in the

At Aon, our 69,000 colleagues in over 120 countries

form of international partnership, technological

touch more risk and people issues on a daily basis

innovation, and business expansion for companies

than any company in the world. As the leading

around the world. Increased connectivity and

provider of risk and human capital solutions, we

interrelation of countries and companies provides

have an appreciation for the challenges these

unprecedented opportunity for growth. Aon’s 2015

issues create and the opportunities that can be

Global Risk Management Survey is designed to offer

unlocked if they are identified and addressed.

organizations the insights necessary to compete in
this increasingly complex operating environment.

We believe in the power of data and analytics
to provide insight in this era of greater

Conducted in the fourth quarter of 2014, the survey

complexity and are committed to leveraging

has gathered input from 1,418 respondents at public

our unmatched global network to provide

and private companies of all sizes around the world.

leading organizations with business intelligence

The 2015 findings from the web-based survey have

like our Global Risk Management Survey.

underscored that companies are grappling with
new risks and that there are differences of opinion
on how best to prioritize and respond to them.
For the first time since 2007, damage to brand

If you have any questions or comments
about the survey or wish to discuss the survey
further, please contact your Aon account
executive or visit aon.com/2015GlobalRisk.

and reputation has emerged as the top-ranked
risk in our survey. Interestingly, cyber risk has

Best regards,

entered the top 10 for the first time this year.
The connection between these two risks has
been felt around the world in 2014, as a rash of
data breaches demonstrated the fragile nature
of consumer trust in leading corporations.

Greg Case
President and CEO

The interconnected nature of risk is underscored
by two other risks in our top 10, the failure
to attract and retain top talent and the
failure to innovate. There is no question
that organizations are under intense pressure
to nurture the ingenuity and maximize the
productivity of their people. Companies that cannot
appropriately align and incent their workforce
will quickly lose ground to their competition.
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Executive Summary
On October 29, 2014, Janet Yellen, chairwoman of the U.S. Federal Reserve, delivered the
news that analysts had anticipated for months — the U.S. would end its bond-buying program,
known as “quantitative easing.” It was the biggest emergency stimulus in history. During a
six-year period, Bloomberg News said the Fed had added more than USD 3.5 trillion to its balance
sheet — an amount roughly equal to the size of the German economy. In pulling away support for
the economy, the Fed took a chance that one of the world’s largest economies is on the mend.

Top 10 risks
In every survey, respondents are asked to rank
formidable risks facing their companies. We then
choose the top 10 risks for detailed discussion, which
is one of the perennial highlights:

• China's economic slowdown and its
failure to reach target growth rate
• Investigations of multinationals in China on charges
from monopoly and corruption to safety issues
• Continuing military conflicts in Ukraine
and Russian annexation of Crimea

Meanwhile, the World Bank and International

In the survey, economic slowdown/slow

1.

Damage to reputation/brand

Monetary Fund have also confirmed that the overall

recovery, which was consistently ranked as the

health of the global economy is improving, despite

number-one risk facing companies worldwide

2.

Economic slowdown/slow recovery

serious setbacks and uneven growth. Worldwide

since 2009, has slipped to number two. The

3.

Regulatory/legislative changes

economic growth rose 3.3 percent in 2014 and

percentage of surveyed organizations reporting

4.

Increasing competition

• Ebola outbreak in West Africa

is expected to reach 3.5 percent in 2015.

losses of income in the last 12 months has dropped

5.

Failure to attract or retain top talent

• Restoration of diplomatic ties

6.

Failure to innovate/meet customer needs

In the face of such positive data, economists have

from 67 in 2013 to 46 in the current survey.

uttered (a tad hesitantly) perhaps, a collective sigh

As overall concerns over economic slowdown

7.

Business interruption

of relief that the global economy looks poised to

are temporarily subsiding (even though this risk

8.

Third-party liability

9.

Computer crime/hacking/viruses/malicious codes

be on a slightly more self-sustaining growth path.
Similar sentiment is captured in Aon’s 2015 Global
Risk Management Survey, which keeps our fingers
on the pulse of different industries relating to risk
management and is one of our many efforts to help
organizations stay abreast of emerging issues. The
biennial survey contains analyses and detailed facts
and figures gleaned from 1,418 organizations of all
sizes and industry sectors from every continent.

is still a number-one threat for many industry
sectors), organizations have revealed a host of other
daunting challenges driven by both external and

10. Property damage

environment. While new risks such as cyber security

Since top-risk perceptions are often influenced

have moved to center stage, old risks like damage

by news headlines, it is an interesting exercise

to reputation/brand and increasing competition

to compare the top 10 risks with some of the key

are taking on new dimensions and complexities.

political and business events in 2014 before and

These constantly evolving and interconnected

during the period when this survey was conducted:

for survival and a key driver for success in this
diverse, competitive, and fragile marketplace.

destruction of Malaysia Airline Flight 17 over
Ukraine and crash of AirAsia Flight 8501

between U.S. and Cuba
• Election of leaders in Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, India, and Uruguay
• Cyber attacks on Sony and Home Depot
• GM ignition switch recall on 1.6 million vehicles
• Bankruptcy filings by large companies

internal factors in today’s globally interdependent

challenges have made risk management a necessity

• Dissapearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370,

such as Energy Future Holdings Corp, NII
Holdings Inc. (Nextel), and Radio Shack
• Floods in India, Pakistan, China, and Southeast
Europe and widespread drought in U.S. and Brazil
As one can see, major headlines about massive data

• Rise of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)

breaches, large-scale product recalls, mysterious

• Oil prices crash

plane crashes, and aggressive government

• Plunge of more than 40 percent
in the Russian Ruble
• Extreme winter weather conditions in
parts of Canada and eastern U.S.
• Protests in Ferguson, Missouri
• Massive pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong
• End of quantitative easing and drop
in unemployment rate in the U.S.

investigations have raised concerns about corporate
reputation and brand damage. The unpredictable
nature of such crises in an age of 24-hour news
cycles and instant social media poses a serious threat
to a company’s hard-earned global image. In Aon’s
survey, reputation damage is ranked the number-one
risk. While negative news coverage can undermine
an organization’s reputation in a matter of minutes
or hours after a crises, intensive media scrutiny
also heightens awareness of crises preparedness.

• U.S. release of rules against tax inversion
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claims in excess of USD 1 billion have become

Key drops on the top risk list

Underestimated risk

Automobile Dealers Association, Jim Lentz, CEO

more frequent and, in some cases, have come from

One of the top economic news stories in 2014 was

From the rising menace of ISIS and the deepening

of Toyota North America, made a succinct

sources not traditionally anticipated by insurers.

At a recent forum sponsored by the National

statement to journalists when the issue of product
recall came up. He said: “It is easier repairing
recalled products, but fixing the damage done
to a company’s image will be a tougher process
that takes time and tremendous effort.” Lenz’s
words obviously resonate with many corporate

Along with property damage, computer crimes/
hacking/viruses/malicious codes have also emerged
for the first time as a top-10 risk. The high-profile
cyber attacks in the news only represent the tip of the
iceberg. Every company that has a website or smart

leaders who have responded to Aon’s survey.

phones has global exposure to such risks. According

In addition to reputational risk, economic slowdown/

cyber attacks skyrocketed in 2014—up 48 percent

to PricewaterhouseCoopers, the number of detected

military conflicts in Ukraine to the suspenseful
Scottish independence referendum and massive

2014. While some attributed it to the U.S. shale-

political protests in Hong Kong, 2014 was a

energy boom, others blamed Saudi Arabia and

year marked by political and social upheavals. In

other oil-producing countries for refusing to restrict

addition, there were more than 40 regional and

supply. In the commodity market, crude oil was not

national elections in 2014— the Republicans took

alone. The other two industrial commodity price

over Congress in the U.S., Narendra Modi won the

indices (metals and minerals, as well as agricultural

election in India, and populist and progressive leaders

raw materials) experienced nearly identical declines.

remained in control of countries in South America.

slow recovery stands out as another illustration of

from 2013. They are expected to go up further

Low commodity prices have a positive material

Despite such turmoil, political risks/uncertainties

the influence of news events on risk perception.

in 2015, with roughly 117,000 attacks each day.

impact on a company’s financial performance,

has dropped out of the top 10 risk list and is ranked

Despite the upbeat forecast about economic
expansion in the U.S. and the United Kingdom, a
spate of news reports in 2014 about the uneven and
sputtering growth in Europe; the slowed growth
in China, Japan and Brazil; the currency plunge and
recession in Russia due to low oil prices and economic
sanctions; and weaker consumer demands in some
major oil exporters have undoubtedly dented
some organizations’ confidence in the economic
recovery. The uncertainty means that this risk is still
a serious threat and will continue to loom large.

Meanwhile, a Washington think tank, the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, claims that
the annual cost of cyber crime and economic
espionage to the world economy runs as high as
USD 445 billion—or almost one percent of global

resulting in bigger profit margins. This explains why

number 15 in the current survey. One possible

respondents perceive commodity price as a lesser risk

explanation could be related to the regional nature

(from number eight in 2013 to number 11 in 2015).

of these conflicts, which has limited organizations’

Such perception is consistent with analysts’ forecast

exposure to them. Besides, the majority of the

that weak commodity price could continue in 2015.

elections took place in the second half of 2014

income. This does not include the intangible damage

Lack of technology/infrastructure to support

to an organization. Last year, the insurance industry

business needs has slipped from number 21 in the
previous survey to number 31. As the economy is

Forum, respondents identified geopolitical issues

expanding, companies are now investing more in

as the biggest threat to global stability over the

technology and infrastructure to stay competitive.

coming decade. As military conflicts deepen and

In the U.S., where a large percentage of

New entrants in the top 10 list

Understaffing and inadequate succession planning

administration has formed a new intelligence

has also fallen from number 22 in the last survey

Take another quick glimpse of the world event list—

agency charged with sharing intelligence on

to 30 in 2015 for the same reason—unemployment

flooding, severe winter weather, political protests,

cyber attacks. The U.S. and U.K. governments

is going down in many regions and skilled workers

plane crashes, a pandemic, and cyber attacks. It’s

have recently committed to working together on

are able to move without too many restrictions.

not hard to understand why property damage has

establishing “cyber cells” and “cyber war games.”

The downward movement of the above two risks

that economic losses from natural and man-made

Cyber risk is fast-moving, impossible to predict,

has also driven a significant drop in the number

disasters in 2014 amounted to USD 113 billion.

and difficult to understand, but the damage

of respondents from the Asia Pacific region (see

can be immense. How is it possible to cover the

respondent profile), where as these two issues

exposure of every company in the world and

garnered strong interest in the previous survey.

being developed on a larger scale, and equipped

how do you quantify such exposure? There is

with more costly machinery and new technology

no simple answer, but one of the dangers facing

that are difficult to replace. Therefore, property

the insurance industry is the potential for a cyber

damage could cause severe business interruption.

hurricane, an event that could impact multiple lines

In the case of suppliers, the value concentration in

of businesses, geographies, and industry sectors.

just one facility is so large that any damage could
affect multiple companies. As a result, industry

Global Risk Management Survey 2015 — Executive Summary

In a recent poll conducted by the World Economic

protect companies from losses resulting from hacks.

cyber attacks are taking place, the Obama

Nowadays, commercial buildings and plants are

and their impact has been not been felt yet.

took in USD 2.5 billion in premiums on policies to

re-entered the top 10 risk list. Swiss Re estimates

4

the dramatic decline of crude oil prices, which had
plummeted 40 percent between June and December

political uncertainties linger, they could make
organizations more vulnerable to disruptions,
property damage, embargoes, asset confiscation,
and governments’ refusal or inability to pay for
goods and services. More importantly, the escalating
tensions in Ukraine, the Middle East, and Asia
could potentially stall the fragile global economic
recovery. Both for-profit and non-profit organizations
need to give serious consideration to this risk.
On a related topic, we feel that the threat of terrorism,
ranked number 41, is also underestimated. ISIS, the
world’s most dangerous terrorist group, rose to
infamy through kidnapping, public execution of
hostages, and genocide against minority groups.
ISIS financed its operations with money looted
from banks and revenue from captured oil fields.
It armed its fighters with military hardware seized

Aon Risk Solutions
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from bases, prompting U.S-led airstrikes in Iraq and

Businesses in emerging markets are facing even

In Asia, where multinationals and fast growing

Syria. Since the fight against ISIS is largely limited to

tougher competition. Companies that traditionally

regional companies are competing for experienced

network of new connections between individuals,

leaders and top new graduates, the talent shortage

groups, and things. The combination of accelerated

regions in Iraq and Syria, terrorism failed to register

received state subsidies are now losing the edge.

as a top risk in the Aon survey. However, recent

With the opening of borders to trade and foreign

is more acute. Although Europe and Latin America

connectivity, accelerated data accumulation,

terrorist attacks, like the Charlie Hebdo shooting in

investment, globalization is pressuring domestic

continue to experience instability within their

accelerated computer power, and accelerated

Paris and the hostage-taking and attempted public

firms to compete on their own merits. Besides,

economic environments, they are likely to experience

accessibility is a great leap forward, but also a

beheading by ISIS sympathizers in Australia, all of

the excessive labor capacities, easy entries, and

a rise in attrition if employment opportunities

great expansion of risks. High levels of connectivity

which occurred after the survey had been conducted,

risk maturity of multinationals have increased

become more readily available elsewhere.

could have changed respondents’ perception.

competition in the regions. Therefore, in the post-

In 2014, the Ebola virus that ravaged West Africa
killed more than 9,000 people, raising the specter
of a global health pandemic. Without an effective

recession world, it does not come as a surprise

Perspectives and alignment

that increasing competition has been projected

In Aon's 2015 survey respondent profile, readers

as the number one risk in three years’ time.

will notice that we have a healthy mix of CEOs,

vaccine and treatment, Ebola caused panic in

Two other risks, closely interconnected with

non-endemic countries, while heavy demand for

increasing competition, are also projected to

protective gear in the West sparked shortages of

remain on the top 10 risk list—failure to innovate/

protective gear in Africa. The fast evolving situation

meet customer needs and failure to attract/retain

damaged the burgeoning economy in the region.

top talents. Innovation and talent are critical to

Quarantines, border closings, reduction in travel, and

a company’s competitiveness and a competitive

disrupted transportation stopped trade and caused

company, in turn, attracts talents that are innovative.

disruptions for mining, agricultural, and energy
companies that have operations in African nations.
Since the epidemic had been contained before
the survey was done and only two percent of the
respondents come from Africa, the risk of pandemic
is only ranked number 44 in Aon’s survey. The Ebola
pandemic exposed many weaknesses in the way the
international community has handled such public
health crises. As business is going global, so is virulent
disease. Lack of international coordination could

CFOs, and risk management participants. Such
diverse roles enable us to capture the difference
in their risk perceptions. As expected, CEOs and
CFOs rank very high on their top risk list those with
strong concrete financial implications—economic
slowdown/slow recovery, commodity price risk, cash
flow/liquidity risk, and technology failure/system
failure. At the same time, risk managers seem to pay

With today’s rapid technological changes, companies

more attention to liability-related risks—third-party

rise and fall faster than ever before. Many of the

liability, property damage, and cyber security.

world’s top companies have lost their edge due
to failure to innovate and adapt to new market
conditions. How does a company like Google
continue to grow exponentially? Innovation has
kept it strong. The company, which started out as
a search engine, has been reinventing itself, from
inventing spoons for people with essential tremors

These diverse views illustrate the importance of
gathering a cross section of stakeholders in the

For example, compliance is traditionally overlooked
by corporate leadership, who see it as a burden:

to anticipate the future, it will quickly fade out.

a risk without a reward. As the world’s political

investment opportunities. At the same time, they

Because the world’s population is aging and

have to compete with companies in the emerging

economic performances are improving, demand

interdependency between risks illustrates that
organizations can no longer evaluate risks in isolation
but must consider their interconnectedness.
Albert Einstein once said, “Information is not
knowledge.” It is Aon’s belief that information
and analytics will offer ways to complement and
supplement the knowledge base of our clients,
enabling them to understand the risks and succeed.
We hope this report helps us achieve this goal
for ourselves and for the clients we serve.

exposure to ensure it is in line with the strategic goals.

map and the regulatory landscape are evolving,
compliance is becoming more crucial to a company’s
bottom line. Senior leadership has to stay involved
in all aspects of risk management and align with

markets to capitalize on the growth of new middle-

for talent will rise sharply. North America has long

class populations and employee talents in those

been a magnet for talent worldwide because of its

countries. As a result, companies in both developing

adaptable, innovative, and meritocratic environment.

and developed countries are now facing tough

However, while the economy expands and

competition brought about by globalization.

the interdependency among many of the top risks,

employment goes up, the pool of talents is shrinking.

as well as risks that rank lower. The proliferation

Global Risk Management Survey 2015 — Executive Summary

lack of talent would result in failure to innovate
and meet customer needs. The list goes on. This

role in assessing and covering the company’s risk

focuses purely on the marketplace of today and fails

Similarly, talent retention has fueled innovation.

it hard to be competitive and attract talent. The

communicate with risk managers, taking an active

Projected risks

global market so they can harness new trade and

company with a damaged reputation might find

bring a different perspective. It is also imperative

School of Business once noted, when a company

have intensified their efforts to integrate into the

example, could damage a company’s reputation. A

that senior executives and the board of directors

and Parkinson’s Disease to driverless cars. As
Professor Vijay Govindarajan of Dartmouth’s Tuck

have added to risk complexity: when the dominos
start to fall, they fall fast. Noncompliance, for

decision-making process, so that each one can

cause significant damage to the global economy.

In recent years, companies in emerging markets

6

of mobile devices is creating a rapidly expanding

risk managers in the decision-making process.
As in the prior survey, our study findings highlight
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Global Risk Management Survey risk ranking

1
9
17
25
33
42
50

Damage to
reputation/brand

Computer crime/hacking/
viruses/malicious codes

Exchange rate fluctuation

Loss of intellectual
property/data

Product recall

Asset value volatility

Pension scheme funding

2
10
18
26
34
43
51

Economic slowdown/
slow recovery

Property damage

Weather/
natural disasters

Failure to implement or
communicate strategy

Accelerated rates of
change in market factors
and geopolitical risk
environment

Understaffing

Sovereign debt

3
11
19
27
35
44
52

Regulatory/
legislative changes

Commodity price risk

Capital availability/
credit risk

Counter party
credit risk

Aging workforce and
related health issues

Pandemic risk/health
crises

Kidnap and ransom/
extortion

4
12
20
28
36
45
53

Increasing
competition

Cash flow/liquidity risk

Directors & Officers
personal liability

Merger/acquisition/
restructuring

Globalization/
emerging markets

Climate change

5
13
21
29
37
46

Failure to attract
or retain top talent

Technology failure/
system failure

Failure of disaster
recovery plan/
business continuity plan

Environmental risk

Interest rate fluctuation

Social media

6
14
22
30
38
47

Failure to innovate/
meet customer needs

Distribution or supply
chain failure

Corporate social
responsibility/
sustainability

Inadequate
succession planning

Outsourcing
Unethical behavior

Absenteeism

7
15
23
31
40
48

Business interruption

Political risk/
uncertainties

Injury to workers

Lack of technology
infrastructure to
support business
needs

Natural resource
scarcity/availability
of raw materials

Joint venture failure

8
16
24
32
41
49

Third-party liability

Growing burden
and consequences
of corporate
governance/
compliance

Crime/theft/fraud/
employee dishonesty

Workforce shortage

Terrorism/sabotage

Share price volatility

Harassment/
discrimination

*Where two risks are shown under the same number, this indicates a tie.
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Contacts
For report inquires

Methodology
This Web-based survey addressed both qualitative and quantitative
risk issues. Responding risk managers, CROs, CFOs, treasurers, and
others provided feedback and insight on their insurance and risk
management choices, interests, and concerns.
Aon Centre of Innovation and Analytics conducted, collected,
and tabulated the responses. Other Aon insurance and industry
specialists provided supporting analysis and helped with the
interpretation of findings.
All responses for individual organizations are held confidential,
with only the consolidated data being incorporated into this report.
Percentages for some of the responses may not add up to 100
percent due to rounding or respondents being able to select more

Stephen Cross
Chief Innovation Officer
Aon Risk Solutions
stephen.cross@aon.ie
Rory Moloney
Chief Executive Officer
Aon Global Risk Consulting
Aon Risk Solutions
rory.moloney@aon.co.uk
+44 (0)7957493867
Theresa Bourdon
Group Managing Director
Aon Global Risk Consulting
Aon Risk Solutions
theresa.bourdon@aon.com
+1.410.381.2407

For media and press inquires
George M. Zsolnay IV
Analytics Manager
Aon Inpoint
Aon Centre for Innovation & Analytics Ltd
george.zsolnay@aon.com
+1.312.381.3955
Tina Reschke
Director of Marketing
Aon Global Risk Consulting
Aon Risk Solutions
tina.reschke@aon.co.uk
+44.20.7086.0384

Rest of world
Sarah Booker
PR Manager
Aon Risk Solutions
sarah.booker@aon.co.uk
+44.20.7086.4872
North America
Cybil Rose
Account Director
KemperLesknik
cybil.rose@kemperlesnik.com
+1.312.755.3537

than one answer. All revenue amounts are shown in U.S. dollars.

About Aon Global Risk Consulting, Aon Inpoint and the Aon Centres for Innovation and Analytics
With more than 1300 risk professionals in 50 countries

Aon Inpoint is dedicated to delivering value, insight and

worldwide, Aon Global Risk Consulting (AGRC), the risk

innovation through data, analytics, engagement and consultancy

consulting business of Aon plc, delivers risk management

services to insurers and/or reinsurers, across the full spectrum of

solutions designed to optimize clients' risk profiles. Our

insurance, reinsurance, and capital markets.

suite of services encompasses risk consulting; risk control,
claims and engineering; and captive management.

As the cornerstone of our over USD 350M global investment in

AGRC helps clients understand and improve their risk

in Dublin and Singapore transform data received directly from

profile. We do this by identifying and quantifying the

brokers and other sources into actionable analytics, enabling

risks they face; by assisting them with the selection and

more informed strategic decision-making.

implementation of the appropriate risk transfer, risk
retention, and risk mitigation solutions; and by ensuring the
continuity of their operations through claims consulting.

data and analytics, Aon’s Centres for Innovation and Analytics

With over 150 colleagues across ACIA, the Centres analyze
millions of data points every day. Utilizing Aon’s Global Risk
Insight Platform (GRIP®), one of the world’s largest repositories
of risk and insurance placement information, as well as other data
sources, ACIA develops insights to help determine the markets
that provide the best value for our clients around the globe.
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About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global provider of
risk management, insurance, and reinsurance
brokerage, and human resources solutions and
outsourcing services. Through its more than 66,000
colleagues worldwide, Aon unites to empower
results for clients in over 120 countries via innovative
and effective risk and people solutions and through
industry-leading global resources and technical
expertise. Aon has been named repeatedly as the
world’s best broker, best insurance intermediary,
best reinsurance intermediary, best captives
manager, and best employee benefits consulting
firm by multiple industry sources. Visit aon.com
for more information on Aon and aon.com/
manchesterunited to learn about Aon’s global
partnership with Manchester United.
© Aon plc 2015. All rights reserved.
The information contained herein and the statements expressed are of
a general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide
accurate and timely information and use sources we consider reliable,
there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the
date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No
one should act on such information without appropriate professional
advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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